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This should have been written a month ago, but again time
has caught up with me, and I wish the days were longer for
more to be packed in! My favourite time of the year is
approaching, soft light, a sprinkling of the last autumn
colour, and the etherealness of winter which is so wonderful
after the harshness of summer. If a garden can look good in
winter it will be great at any other time of the year. After 3
years of drought the rains have come and it is such a joy to
see the land responding as it has. The trees with all their
leaves looking replenished, and the pastures green. It has
been a splendid autumn, the colours here in the South
Island have been some of the best I have seen.

Gibb’s Farm

The conference in Auckland was a huge success, smaller
numbers than usual but it felt very intimate and for those
that were there, wonderful comments. A huge thank you to
Liz Morrow & her team for organizing it all. It is a massive
job and done so efficiently with everything running like
clockwork. Well done Liz
The comments from one of our new members, “Loved it,
lectures excellent, amazing gardens, and real interest in how
to involve the next generation” From others that were
present “Beautifully presented, amazing plant collections,
great details, stunning Man cave, and such generous &
exceptional hospitality from Bruce & Angela Spooner and
Bev Mc Connell, for the French champagne and wine and
superb nibbles at Mincher and Ayrlies.” We were so lucky to
be there, with so many that share the same interest.

Mataia

The Gardens
Oh what a line up! Kaipara Coast Sculpture Garden, Gibbs
Farm with its unbelievable sculpture, Mataia Homestead,
Totara Waters Subtropical Garden, The Garden on the Ridge,
Mincher Garden, & A’La Fois Gardens. Eden Gardens,

Mincher

Arylies, Highwic, Govt House, and the Auckland Botanic
Gardens. All fantastic, and for me so interesting to see the
development of the Auckland Botanic Gardens over the
years. Jack Hobbs & his team have done a marvellous job in
creating a real Botanic Garden with not only the feeling of a
park and its expanse, but wonderful collections of plants
and trials of plants to assess what is good for our conditions.
Then gorgeous combinations of some of our natives &
stunning perennials as well. The Children’s area is a
masterstroke. I found some of the plants so interesting,
made me wistfully imagine living in a kinder climate! The
trees Auckland grows are amazing!

A La Fois

The Speakers
Andy Hamilton gave an interesting presentation on
Cultural influences on garden making & planting design,
which gave us much to think about.

Nick Waipara is the Principle Advisor for Bio Security at
Auckland City Council, he contributes knowledge for
regional biosecurity a particular interest was his work with
Kauri dieback.

Fiona Eadie Head gardener at Larnoch Castle presentation

Garden on the Ridge

was the importance of First Impressions.

Louise Beard gave an interesting talk about the Chinese
Tourism market, the biggest point to me was that google
was not available in China. Their options are ‘weibo’ and
‘wechat’ both Govt owned.

Jack Hobbs and Terry Hatch gave a very lighted angle
on “Out with the old and in with the new” comparing and
sharing years of experience & commenting on all the
changes over the years with young and up -coming
horticulturalists Rangi Green and Jeanette Barker
over dinner.

Totara Waters

Rangi Green contact details below.
She is happy for us to provide garden owners with her
details if they wish to discuss possible trainee opportunities
or work experience. Discussion was held about assessment.
She is happy to talk through how assessment can work in a
setting where the garden owner is not trained horticulturally
themselves.
Rangi Green | Training Adviser
T: 0800 20 80 20 | M: +64 29 771 1496 | F: 0800 691 112
E: rangi.green@primaryito.ac.nz W: www.primaryito.ac.nz
Unit B4, Level 1, 17 Corinthian Drive, Albany, Auckland 0632
PO Box 106, Albany Village, Auckland 0755

Arylies

From our Chairman Kerei Thompson
Adding my brief thoughts to Penny’s excellent
summary of the conference, as we have come to
expect it was an amazing four days. My sincere thanks
to Liz and her organising group, a wonderful job, these
conferences only happen due to the efforts of a
dedicated group each year, thank you. We of course
visited some truly remarkable gardens and where
hosted so well, thank you to all the garden owners.
The Gibbs Sculpture Park was something a quite
different and certainly got everyone talking. We are
so lucky in NZ to have such a diverse range of gardens
both private and public; to something like the Gibbs
Sculpture Park.
The challenge is how we ensure the word is out and
people know about our wonderful gardens and make
time to visit them. Louise Beard presentation on the
Chinese market certainly got me thinking and I suspect
a few others, to think that Google and facebook do
not exist means we need to get the NZGT onto their
platforms especially when it is predicted annual visitor
numbers are expected to triple from China in the
coming years and will likely match that of our biggest
overseas group Australia. The trustees will certainly be
investigating the best approach to grow our presence
on the specific Chinese search and travel sites.
The dates are out for the 2018 conference in Taranaki
so you can lock these into your planners now.
We
have endeavoured to program the conference to
avoid short weeks which certainly this year was
challenging with Easter being early and Anzac day. It
will be wonderful to return to Taranaki to see there
may wonderful gardens; Pukeiti has been undergoing
some extensive changes which I was lucky to see late
last year it will be a special highlight to see these
works completed.

From Jenny Oakley
The Powerco Taranaki Garden Spectacular went very
well again this year and we were very grateful that the
dates co-incided with a reasonably settled 10 days of a
very cool and windy spring.
The Taranaki Arts Festival Trust who run the Festival
conduct a well subscribed survey and I have listed
some of the relevant points that may be of interest.
This year 70 percent of visitors come from outside of
the region. (4,296 visitors from outside the region.)
There were 45 gardens open, with a total of 52,491
garden visits, up 2000 on 2015. Tickets are collected
for garden entry hence such accurate statistics.

Ayrlies

The Festival brings $5.8 million into the region. This spend is
distributed between accommodation, food travel and
shopping.
84% of visitors are female. 49% of visitors were over 65 years
of age.
The most regularly read magazines were the NZ House and
Garden and NZ Gardener, and 47% of visitors said that they
went online to find out about festivals and events.
On a more personal note, we notice an increase in the
number of visitors to the Festival from out of New Zealand
each year and it is interesting to hear that the main purpose
of their visit is to see gardens throughout New Zealand.
Several of the Festival Gardens are NZGT gardens and visitors
tell me that if they are short of time they will choose to visit
the gardens with the NZGT logo, trusting the endorsement.
Again this year I thought there were younger people visiting
who seem to be genuinely interested in gardening.

Ayrlies

6 Star Gardens, Barewood & Omaio
Our warmest congratulations to Carolyn Ferraby and Liz
Morrow for achieving 6 star status in the last assessments.
This is very difficult to gain and both are gardens of
exceptional standard. For those of you who don’t not know
these gardens, Carolyn’s is a florist’s dream, and planted so
cleverly with her 2 extremes of climate. Liz’s garden is by the
sea north of Auckland, planted amongst old Kauris
concentrating mainly on natives. Put them both on your list
of things to do if you haven’t been there.

Jack Hobbs & Bev McConnell at Ayrlies

From Pauline Murphy
Amazing art and horticulture combined! This is such fun!
http://myvirtualgarden2.blogspot.com/2013/09/
mosaiculture-exhibition.html
Great article on stuff which you will all enjoy, I need to go to
some of these places
http://www.stuff.co.nz/life-style/home-property/nzgardener/91705614/Wildflowers-around-the-world?cid=appandroid

Dates for the next conference. April 13 14 15
2018 in Taranaki which will be awesome.
Mark it in your diaries now.
The following year 2019 is as yet undecided
as to the venue but it will be in the South
Island. The dates for that will be May 3 4 5.

Fig Tree Roots at Govt House in Auckland

Myrtle Rust forum on mainland New
Zealand

NZ building crisis, & how this relates
to gardens.

As you will have seen the presence of myrtle rust has now
been confirmed on mainland New Zealand. This disease
has the potential to have a significant impact on various
species of plants in the Myrtle family, including New
Zealand native plants such as: pohutakawa, rata, manuka
and kanuka. It is also a risk to other susceptible introduced
plants such as fejoa, eucalypts and bottlebrushes. Hence it
is a serious to the landscape of New Zealand.

I do find this quite hard to come to terms with. A look around
Christchurch and then Auckland is quite scary. So much land
being gobbled up and houses built to almost cover the entire
section. Where is there a place for gardens? New settlements
treeless, surely there must be a better way. Children need
space and that doesn’t appear to be happening, no wonder so
many are becoming street kids! The drive out to Ayrlies was an
eye-opener, just rooves as far as the eye could see. It was
wonderful to finally arrive to be amongst all the trees, which
have grown so much since I was last there.

At this stage the focus for the response is on delimiting
surveillance. If you are in an area identified as already
having this disease and you have good horticultural or
botanical experience and are able to offer your time to
assist MPI and the regional councils with surveillance please
contact them.

As garden owners we are in a prime position to help with
surveillance and early notification will assist in coordination
of the response to the disease. MPI ask that if you think you
have seen the symptoms of myrtle rust please call them on
the exotic pest and disease hotline immediately 0800 80 89
66. Do not attempt to touch or collect samples as this may
increase the spread of the disease. If you have a camera,
take a picture instead. We urge you check your own
gardens.

I keep going back to Richard Benfield who spoke at the Akaroa
Conference. For our new members he is from the Pennsylvania
University & has a doctorate in garden tourism. He felt that NZ
garden tours were unique in what they offer the gardening
public. The nature and history was different to anywhere in the
world. The combination of Botanic & private gardens was
personal & private, very different from Australia and South
Africa particularly. He estimated new levels for 2016 of 1 billion
people travelling every year, and predicted an influx of Chinese
visitors. (How right he was!)
One third of all those overseas visitors go to a garden, so most
of all we need them to find us. Google and as we heard from
Louise Beard for China weibo & wechat. He also suggested the
survey which we have asked you all to complete this year, to
see where visitors are coming from. Have you all done that?
Mich Newton has estimated there have been approx. 5 million
visits to Trust gardens in 2016 of that 1.2 million come from
overseas which should give us some clout as an organization.
Since the Akaroa conference, Richard elaborated further. In the
US 100million people visit gardens in a year. The figure for
garden visiting world-wide maybe as high as 250 million or 25%
of all visitor arrivals. Garden visiting in the UK is the 3rd most
popular attraction ahead of museums and historic sites!
Gardens are not a dying business but something that seems
unchartered, and we all can benefit from being aware of these
figures giving us confidence in the future and making your RTO
aware of them!

Please see photos below and refer to the MPI fact sheet for
more information.

For more information please refer to these websites:
Ministry for Primary Industries
www.biosecurity.govt.nz/pest/guava-rust
Department of Conservation
www.doc.govt.nz/myrtlerust

Richard Benfield also pointed out do not sell yourselves too
cheaply. He emphasised in the States it would cost US$35.00
ahead to visit a private or a botanic garden. Approx. NZ $50!
Definitely food for thought. I do feel the days of cheap days
out is over, gardens cost money to maintain, & as garden
owners there must be compensation. Gardens are going to
become very sort after & special places, when you consider
how urban life is changing.
To quote Bev McConnell at conference, “Gardening is a
wonderful occupation and Horticulture should not be
downgraded.” I believe in the very near future people will want
to be in our gardens for relaxation. There is always the value in
giving back to the community with assisting in reserves and
parks within our communities. You will find councils are very
open to this.

Stunning Ideas from the Auckland Botanic Gardens

Dates for 2017
Powerco Taranaki Garden Spectacular Oct 27- Nov 5
Art in a Garden is from Oct 26-29 held at Flaxmere,
www.hurunui-gardens.co.nz Oct 27, Nov 5, Nov 26, Dec 3.
Garden Marlborough is from Nov 9-12 2017 Fergus Garret,
the head gardener form Great Dixter will be speaking , on
Friday Nov 10th
If anyone has events to be advertised please let me know
there will be another newsletter in the Spring/August.
Have a great winter and I leave you with this thought, saw
it in Cambridge and it really appealed to me.

Penny Zino

